Case Study

We made a significant investment in
new printing technology to stay relevant
to our customers. We never imagined
stock difficulties would impact our
plans. Fortunately, the JP Gould
Western-BRW team came up with a
solution that truly unlocked the potential
of our investment.
Head of a major Texas printing firm

Collective Buying Power Delivers Maximum ROI for
Texas Commercial Printer
Situation

Contact Us

A Fort Worth printer had recently made a major investment in
purchasing and installing a new, digital high-speed inkjet web
press. The press was designed for specific client applications
that require strict levels of paper brightness and opacity. Stock
needed to be obtained at suitable price points for the press to
be profitable.

JP Gould Western-BRW
1-469-568-5000 (Dallas)
1-972-647-1551 (Ft. Worth)
1-816-472-4224 (Kansas City, MO)
1-800-935-2799 (Oklahoma)

Challenge

JP Gould Bosworth Papers Division
1-713-460-5060 (Houston)
1-512-339-9987 (Austin)

Owing to the anticipated volume for the press, the printer was
having difficulty in obtaining stock at the needed breakpoints.
Without favorably priced stock, the investment in the press
would be difficult, if not impossible, to recoup.

Solution

Other Commercial Printing & Direct Mail Solutions Divisions:

JP Gould Metro
1-800-672-7379
JP Gould Ocean Paper
1-212-547-3438

The printer turned to JP Gould Western-BRW for help. Our team
reached out to other JP Gould divisions to identify options. We
discovered that a number of our divisions bought stock from one
of the same mills that produced the paper needed for our client’s
press. By incorporating the printer’s order with our other
collective tonnage, we were able to use our buying power to
get the required stock from the mill on suitable terms.

JP Gould Price & Pierce
1-212-301-0004

Outcome

JP Gould International UK
+44-13-7237-6133

The printer is now operating high-speed inkjet presses in
three locations. Building on our original solution, JP Gould
Western-BRW has developed a program to procure and
manage stock for each locale.

JP Gould South
1-305-470-0003
JP Gould Specialty Materials
1-212-301-0005

